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Abstract


Today In Uzbekistan, Reforms In All Spheres Are Considered To Be Rising To A New Level. It Is Also Emphasized That Qualitative Changes In The Spiritual And Educational Processes Are Provided. In Particular, It Has Been Recognized That The Spirit Of A Time Of Great And Profound Change Has A Positive Effect On People's Moods, Confidence In The Present And The Future, Their Outlook On Life, Homes And Schedules.
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Introduction


Shavkat Mirziyoyev


Materials And Methods
In the process of social development, the spirituality of man, people and nation changes depending on what kind of life the society is, while the social mood of a particular society depends on how effectively the changes and reforms are carried out, their concrete results are one of the legalities of this sphere.

Results and Discussion

In the process of optimization and changes, which is a logical continuation of large-scale reforms carried out based on the "Uzbek model" of development in Uzbekistan today, the pace of spiritual and educational reforms is changing, their content and social essence and significance are further deepening. The renewal and changes that began earlier in socio-economic reforms are effectively continuing. In this regard, the strategic directions based on and consistently implemented by Shavkat Mirziyoyev, the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan, at the meeting of the Republican Spiritual Council held on January 19 of this year are of great importance. At this meeting, Shavkat Mirziyoyev emphasized that "If the body of a society's life is economy, its soul is spirituality". "As long as we have decided to build the new Uzbekistan, we rely on two strong pillars. The first is a strong economy based on market principles. The second is a strong spirituality, based on the rich heritage of our ancestors and national values." (Mirziyoyev, M. 'naviy-ma'rifiy ishlar tizimini tubdan takomillashtirish, bu borada davlat va jamoat tashkilotlarining hamkorligini kuchaytirish masalalari, 2021).

Each direction in the speech of our president has its logical basis. An objective assessment of the existing situation on essential issues related to society's spiritual life reveals the state policy's basics, determined in the appropriate direction in their improvement. It will be the basis for assessing the self-report as an important document indicating the priorities of the Uzbek statehood's spiritual development for the near and middle periods. Through this, our state's head thought both in terms of achievements and shortcomings, encouraged everyone to unite in determining and solving critical issues facing the country and the nation.

Every idea put forward in the report is extremely important not only for the future of the country but also for the solution of these issues. It requires a serious approach with responsibility, which increases political and economic institutions' responsibility incomparably for their implementation.

On this basis, reforms in all spheres are rising to a new level, ensuring qualitative changes in spiritual and educational processes. The spirit of the period, permeated by tremendous and profound changes, positively affects people's mood, confidence in today and tomorrow, their attitude to life, their thinking and plans. The acceleration of the positive change processes in our country confirms that every neighbourhood, every family is a direct witness of similar changes due to the consistent reforms in different population strata. Our people know the family as sacred and always cherish it from time immemorial. Society will be more stable when the family is stronger. More social progress will be achieved.

As peace is ensured in our country today, peace, harmony in our house is directly related to the healthy environment in the family, preparation of children who are on the threshold of independent life. The whole world community rightly recognizes that the way of life of Uzbek youth is becoming a new meaning. All conditions are created in our country for the younger generation's physical and spiritual development. Our state is opening the door to vast opportunities for our youth in more spheres.

In the following years, the door of new opportunities is opening for youth in all republic regions. We also witness that libraries and sports grounds, organized in the neighbourhoods, have become favourite places of youth. At the same time, these works are being developed more than ever before. Undoubtedly, our children, whose willpower is strong in such various tests, become physically and spiritually harmonious people.

The government is opening vocational training centres for youth which will be necessary not only in the neighbourhood or school but also in senior life. Therefore, there is an increasing interest in learning various works among youth. Unfortunately, it is not a secret to any of us that at a later time there began to appear problems in the education of them, especially their enthusiasm for reading books has slowed down somewhat. Thanks to the large-scale reforms in Uzbekistan, many opportunities created for young people, and the various benefits given positively impact young people's education and performance in the new spirit. When we talk about young people's upbringing, it is also worthwhile to dwell on some problems related to young people's spirituality, upbringing, hormones concerning their parents, and respect for representatives of the older generation. We already thought above that there is still a sharp situation in many regions of the world, and various conflicts are escalating. It is no secret to anyone that this has a serious negative impact on the minds, the worldview of youth and their upbringing, and spirituality. As the president noted in his speech at the meeting of the council of the spirituality of the republic, "the importance of educating youth in the spirit..."
Of Patriotism, National Pride, For This Purpose Of Teaching History Well, Expanding Scientific Research In This Direction” Was Emphasized.

“IT IS NECESSARY TO CREATE NATIONAL HISTORY WITH THE NATIONAL SPIRIT. OTHERWISE, IT WILL NOT HAVE AN EDUCATIONAL EFFECT. WE NEED TO TEACH OUR YOUTH TO LEARN FROM HISTORY, DRAW CONCLUSIONS, TO ARM THEM WITH THE KNOWLEDGE OF HISTORY, HISTORICAL THOUGHT.” SAIIDfangh NHs President. (Mirziyoyev, Ma'naviy-ma'rifiy ishlar tizimini tubdan takomillashtirish, bu borada davlat va jamaot tashkilotlarining hamkorligini kuchaytirish masalalari, (2021).

Today, We Must Be More Alert In Every Issue Related To Youth Than Ever. Because Terrorism, Extremism And Other Similar Risks And Threats Are Increasing All Over The World. The Various Unreasonable Information Distributed In Social Networks Does Not Remain Without Its Influence On Young People's Minds. Of Course, We Hope That Our Companions, Who Read Materials That Sharp And Unselfishly Interpret The Processes Taking Place In Our Country, Filled With Slander And Gossip, Will Draw The Right Conclusions From The Above Information. First And Foremost, The Issue Of Preventing Mercenary External Ideological Pressures, One-Sided Information And Assessments Provided Under The Guise Of An Unbiased Approach To The Changes Taking Place In Our Nation, And The Quick, Systemic, And Evolutionary Delivery Of Counter-Information To Citizens Are Critical.

Since Today Information Has Also Become A Commodity Of Consumption, Everyone Should Educate Himself On Its Consumption Culture. Youth Must Have Knowledge And Skills In The Field Of Information Protection Of A Personal Nature To Protect Themselves From The Negative Information They Are Using. In The Most General Sense, Information Consumption Culture Refers To A System Of Knowledge, Ability, And Qualification That Serves To Receive, Sort, Understand, And Interpret Information From The Flow Of Information That Serves Human Interests, Perfection, And Society's Development.

In Order For A Person To Educate Such A Culture In Himself, When He Or She Hears Any Information, At Least They Must Ask Themselves Questions Like "WHO TRANSMITS THIS INFORMATION?", "WHY TRANSMITS?" And "FOR WHAT PURPOSE THEY DO" And Try To Find A Justified Answer To Them. Only Then Will Be Taken To Blindly Follow The Information Provided And Fall Under Different Ideas' Influence. The Message That The Formed Culture Of Information Consumption Contradicts Our National Interests And Values Passes The Role Of A Specific Shield Concerning The Information. It Ensures Stability In The Individual's Worldview And Behaviour.

Youth Can Choose The Information That Serves The National Interest In The Virtual Space, Contributing To Its Development. Only Then, In The Processes Of Globalization, The Blind Follow-Up To Young People's Information Is Taken From Them The Wrong Interpretation. They Do Not Fall Under The Influence Of Negative And Biased Information With A Culture Of Information Consumption Because A Strong Ideological Immunity Is Formed Concerning Such Information.

The Idea - "WHOEVER HAS THE STRONG INFORMATION, HE OWNS THE WORLD" - Was Recognized By All Today. Therefore, The Formation Of The Qualification Of Rational Use Of The Opportunities Of The World Of Information In Youth Today Is Of Vital And Practical Importance. Proceeding From The Above, It Should Be Noted That The Further Development Of Activities In The Following Areas Is One Of The Important And Priority Tasks Facing Our Society In The Future:
- Formation Of Social Consciousness Monitoring System In Youth Information Environment;
- Regular Increase In Media Literacy Of The Growing Generation;
- A Regular Study Of The Priorities And Interests Of Youth In The Virtual Information Space;
- Protection Of The Population From Information Damaging The Spiritual And Moral Development Of The Future Generation;

Unfortunately, In Some Of Our Young People Today, The Skills And Culture Of Using The Internet Correctly Are Not Enough. In Order To Properly Use The Information Provided Through Social Networks, It Is Necessary To Protect Our Youth From Biased Information That Contradicts Our National Development. We Need To Increase The Ideological Immunity Of Young People, To Provide Them With The Necessary Unbiased Information On Time Ourselves. Through This, We Can Spare Them From The Influence Of Different Bad Ideas. Today, It Is Clear That Young People Perceive The Internet As A Reliable Source For Information, Convenient For Them To Acquire Knowledge And Enlightenment. In The Conditions Of Such An Ideological Struggle, It Is Necessary For Our Youth To Be Politically Vigilant And Aware, To Think First Of All About The Interests Of Parents, Family, Loved Ones, And Most Importantly, This Country.
Good Deeds In Full Without Being Kat Mirziyoyev Emphasized The Main Idea Of The Ideology Of Our Country: Conferences In The Direction Of Spirituality, Actual We Must Conduct Our Mentalities On Youth's Education In A - Yt Values. They Are Based On Several Thousand Years Of Vital Understanding And Values Of Our People, "Humanism. When We Say Ideology, We First Understand The Education Of Thought And "The Ideology Of The New Uzbekistan, Which We Are Creating, Will Be The Idea Of Kindness, Humanity And Pity For The Nation. Therefore, Sha

Essence Until Now, Imagining The Old Ideology. Those Who Superficially Look At It Do Not Even Exist. It Is A Their Issues Are. Today, Every Citizen Should Realize That They Have Not Fully Understood The National Idea's

Held On January 19. It Is Necessary To Feel That At Th Uzbekistan, The Expanded Meeting Of The Security Council And The Meetings Of The Republican Spiritual Council

Governance In Uzbekistan. This Important And Unique Phenome To Live On The Initiative. In This Way, Social Communication Is Becoming An Influential Tool Of Democratic Citizens. Today, People Culture Of People Is Growing. It, In Turn, Serves To Increase The Legal Culture, Legal Consciousness Of Our

Raise The People's Social Mood Qualitatively To An Entirely New Level. Of A Practical Perspective On People's Life Problems And A Harmonious Approach. Most Importantly, It


It Should Be Noted That Today The Institute Of Social Communication In Uzbekistan Has Risen To The Level Of Public Policy And Has Become A Nationwide Phenomenon, Widely Used Not Only In The Field Of Foreign Policy But Also In Domestic Politics. This Phenomenon Is Widely Spread Among The State Government Agencies And The People, Among Leaders And All Population Layers, Including Youth. In These Dialogues, Responsible Employees Of Many State Organizations Answer Questions On Various Topics Of Interest To The Population, Especially Youth, Which Concern Their Vital Interests.


Because The Issues That Are Waiting For Their Solution Are Also Considerable, Indicating How Important Their Issues Are. Today, Every Citizen Should Realize That They Have Not Fully Understood The National Idea's Essence Until Now, Imagining The Old Ideology. Those Who Superficially Look At It Do Not Even Exist. It Is A Pity For The Nation. Therefore, Shavkat Mirziyoyev Emphasized The Main Idea Of The Ideology Of Our Country: "The Ideology Of The New Uzbekistan, Which We Are Creating, Will Be The Idea Of Kindness, Humanity And Humanism. When We Say Ideology, We First Understand The Education Of Thought And National And Universal Values. They Are Based On Several Thousand Years Of Vital Understanding And Values Of Our People," - He Said
The Idea That "Human Interests Are Above All" Remains The Core Issue Of The Reforms Carried Out In Our Country. It Is Reflected Primarily In The Laws Adopted, The President's Decisions And The Government, Decrees And Decrees. These Documents Directly Serve To Improve People's Daily Lives And Raise Their Mood. That Is, To Increase Each Person's Consciousness, Which Is Evident In Practical Life When Large-Scale Reforms Are Carried Out To Pleasing People. All These Serve To Strengthen The Legal Framework Of The Social Mood.

From This Point Of View, It Gives People The Opportunity To Form An Active Approach To Reforms, Show Their Attitude To Society, And Find Practical Ways Of Self-Realization In Interaction With The Outside World. This Approach, In Turn, Implies The Presence Of Interest In Social Work, Initiative, Diligence, The Awareness Of Personal Importance And The Ability To Organize. The Inclusion Of All Citizens In Various Types Of Socially Significant Activities Significantly Affects The Sphere Of Social Communication, The Possibility Of Mastering Social Values And Forming An Individual's Moral Qualities. Through This, The Students Form And Realize Their Consciousness, Moral And Social Relations. Moral Factors Are Essential In Developing A Morally Harmonious Personality And Active Civil Position In Creating Relations Between Man, State And Society. In Such Social Processes, Everyone Should Be Involved. A Spiritually Competent Person Does Not Put His Interests Above The Interests Of The People And The State.


Man's Spiritual Perfection Is Directly Related To The Inseparable Attachment Of The Family, Neighbourhood, And Society. It Is Not Surprising That Officials Say That The Main Idea Of Development Is To Work In The Community To Achieve Success In Every Field. It Can Be Seen That In A Quiet And Peaceful Family And Neighbourhood, In A Society Where People Are Valued, Brave And Noble Young Men, Chaste Girls Are Perfected. At The Same Time, It Is More Important Than Ever To Educate Young People Who Are Spiritual, Well-Mannered In Society, Whose Heart Is Full Of Noble And Noble Seeds. In Our Youth, We Must Form A Sense Of Inviolability Concerning The Motherland We Live In And General In Every Citizen, With You.


In Terms Of Social Progress And The Formation Of Spiritual Perfection In Society Is A Complex, Sometimes Contradictory Process That Is Not Always Measured By The Same Criteria Or Norms. It Is The Same Fact That The Manifestation And Formation Of This Do Not Always Depend On The Individual, Even The Social Environment. Each Nation Has Its Traditions And Values Determined By The Spiritual Perfection Of These People.

Indeed, Each Nation Has Its Unique Heritage, Which Has Historically Formed And Passed Life Tests. We Can See That Spiritual Heritage, National And Religious Values Have Found Their Place In Social Life, In The Spiritual Perfection Of The Individual:

Firstly, It Has Reached This Day As A Rich Heritage Created By Generations; Secondly, The Spiritual Heritage Is Enriched Based On Science And Discoveries; Thirdly, Religious Values Have Passed Down From Generation To Generation According To People's Consciousness And Outlook Through Propaganda Based On The Scriptures.

Social Development And Spiritual Perfection


Gaining Social Experience On This Front, Showing Its Leadership Skills Both On The Regional, District, And Urban Scale, Will Help Implement Various Social Projects. Of Course, To Preserve The Spiritual Power And Eternal Values Of Our People And Glorify The Whole World, Our Youth Must Be Educated, Capable, Talented And Of Course Intelligent, And At The Same Time Must Be Lived In Harmony With Us.

All These Serve For Implementing The Vital Principles That "State Agencies Must Serve For Our People, Not People For Them", "If People Are Rich, The State Will Also Be Rich And Powerful" Put Forward By Sh. Mirziyoyev (Mirziyoyev, Xalqimiz roziligi bizning faoliyatimizga berilgan eng olyi bahodir, 2018).


This Goal Is Put In The Centre Of Attention In The President's Speeches And Reports, In The Opinions Expressed At Various Meetings, In All Documents Of The Signing State Significance. In This Regard, It Is Said That The Shortcomings Of The Leaders Of Some Organizations And Departments Are True. In Particular, Sh. Mirziyoyev Stated His Thoughts During His Visit To Namangan Region In January 2021: "First Of All, Some Officials Cannot Estimate Real Life And Some Extent The Lives Of The People. Secondly, A Simple Approach To Developing Concepts And Programs For Developing Networks And Territories Is Allowed. Finally, The Third Major Drawback Is That Many Managers Are Accustomed To Solving Complex Problems Without Leaving The Cabinet, Without Having A Deep Study Of How The Work In The Economic Sectors, In Each Enterprise, Cities And Districts, Especially Rural Areas, Is In Good Condition." (Mirziyoyev, Namangan shahrida xalq deputatlari viloyatining navbatdan tashqari sessiyasidagi nutqi, 2021).


Conclusion
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